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Alice:

Bob:

3.1. Light pulses start (Bob takes photo showing his clocks 
reading 0)

3.2a. Light pulses in transit (note that Bob sees speeds as equal)

Diagram 3: Alice moving, Bob observing

Velocity = v
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Bob’s lattice 
of clocks
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3.2b. Light pulse reaches Alice’s rear (left) clock (triggers 
rear photo)

Diagram 3: Alice moving, Bob observing

Alice:

Bob:

3.3. Light pulse reaches Alice’s front clock (triggers front photo)
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Bob:
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1. Light pulses go in opposite directions at speed c

Alice’s spaceship:
00

TATA

2. Light pulses reach clocks (and trigger cameras to record 
times)

Alice’s Conclusion (from Diagram 1)

cc

Alice’s spaceship:

From Alice’s perspective (in her frame of reference her ship is 
not moving), her clocks are correctly synchronized and, based 
on the photographic evidence, she concludes that the two 
light pulses hit simultaneously at time TA. (Recall Diagram 1.)

Bob’s Conclusion (from Diagrams 3.1-3.3)
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Left photon hits:

Right photon hits:

From Bob’s perspective (frame of reference), the photographic evidence shows 
that when the light pulse reaches Alice’s left (rear) clock, it does indeed read TA. 
And when the other light pulse reaches Alice’s right (front) clock, it also reads TA. 
But the photo evidence also clearly shows that the left light pulse reaches the rear 
clock when Bob’s clocks read TB1, and the right light pulse reaches the front clock 
at a later time when Bob’s clocks read TB2. He knows his clocks are synchronized 
and he therefore concludes that the light pulse hits are not simultaneous.
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Alice: Based on the photographic evidence, she concludes 
that the two light pulses hit simultaneously at time TA.

Bob: He agrees with Alice that each light pulse hits when 
Alice’s clocks read TA. But he disagrees that the hits are 
simultaneous, based on his reading of his clocks (which are 
synchronized to him, of course). That is, the photographic 
evidence clearly shows that the left light pulse reaches the 
rear clock when Bob’s clocks read TB1, and the right light 
pulse reaches the front clock at a later time when Bob’s clocks 
read TB2. He concludes that the discrepancy is due to Alice not 
correctly synchronizing her clocks.

Alice: She responds that it’s actually Bob who has not 
synchronized his clocks correctly, because when her clocks 
(correctly synchronized from her perspective) read TA, his left 
clock reads TB1 and his right clock reads TB1.

Alice’s Conclusions vs. Bob’s Conclusions

How to make sense of this?!? 

Einstein’s answer: “Time is suspect.”

Or more precisely: 

Simultaneity is relative. What is simultaneous to one 
observer will not be simultaneous to another observer who is 
moving with respect to the first observer.

Another way to say it: Clock synchronization is relative.
Clocks that are synchronized to one observer will not be 
synchronized when viewed by another observer who is 
moving with respect to the first observer.

Or yet another: Absolute time does not exist. The 
measurement of time is relative to the frame of reference 
(whether one is moving or not with respect to a clock).

Overall Conclusion


